
✶ Key officials in the Bush admin. were members of The Project for   
the New American Century. Before Bush’s election, their manifesto   
called for a huge new military buildup and domination of the Middle   
East. They admitted this transformation “would take forever absent   
some catastrophic and catalyzing event - like a new Pearl Harbor.”  (or a 9/11?)

✶ FBI Agents urgently warned FBI headquarters of imminent attacks 
before 9/11. Their warnings were suppressed. In fact, acting 
FBI Director, Thomas Pickard, was told by Attorney General 
Ashcroft he did “not” want to hear terrorism reports

✶ Despite the flood of warnings about coming attacks before 9/11, 
    US air defense systems failed massively, “violating standard   

plane intercept procedures of either the FAA, DOD, or both.”
✶ Bush tried to block and limit the 9/11 investigations from day one

✶ To this day no one has been held accountable for suppressing 
    FBI reports or for the massive air defense failures of 9/11or for the massive air defense failures of 9/11or

“US government at the highest levels may have committed US government at the highest levels may have committed US government
treason and mass murder by purposely allowing 9/11 to happen.”

- Dr. Robert Bowman, Colonel US Air ForceColonel US Air ForceC  (Retired)olonel US Air Force (Retired)olonel US Air Force

“the offi cial story is a BIG LIE . . . support 911Truth.org”
- Kevin Danaher, Co-Founder of Global Exchange

“step back and look at how it all began . . . support groups like 911Truth.org”
- Medea Benjamin, Co-Founder CodePink: Women for Medea Benjamin, Co-Founder CodePink: Women for M PeacePeaceP

“(did Bush et al.) fail to prevent 9/11 out of gross incompetence or because or because or
they were looking for an excuse to go to war (and) seize Middle East oil . . .?

The commission’s focus was damage control, not discovery of the truth.” not discovery of the truth.” not
- US Green PartyPartyP

Before one more war is fought, one more war is fought, one more war right is lost . . .  We must right is lost . . .  We must right
demand a new investigation, a criminal investigation of this tragedy.  

Peace, justice Peace, justice P and democracy all demand 9/11 truth.democracy all demand 9/11 truth.democracy

Local contact information:
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